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Life cycle cost analysis has been a fart of gccd
architectural design for many years. It has received
even greater attention as the energy crisis makes it
more clear that architects and owners must plan with
greater emphasis en life cycle cost (LCC) versus
initial construction cost. This thesis investigates
the fomulas and procedures currently used and
illustrates life cycle cost analysis as applied tc
building operating cost savings, maintenance ccst
savings, and savings on replacement cf building
components and systems. Included is a discussion cf
the Eccnciic Building Performance Mcdel new used by
the Western Division Naval Facilities Engineering
Command, and current federal agency efforts to apply
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A. PUBFCSE CF THESIS
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the process
of life cycle cost (LCC) analysis as it is new being used by
architects and engineers in the design of buildings.
E. THESIS CONTENTS
Chapter Two presents a general definition of LCC as the
summation of total building systems costs over the life of
the building. When adjusted for the time value cf meney
this summation is useful as an aid to making design
decisions. The cost elements to be considered are discussed
and the LCC nccdel is introduced as a way of structuring an
economic analysis cf design alternatives.
Chapter Ihree reviews the mathematical formulas coirmcnly
used in economic analysis and relates then tc the LCC model.
Selection cf a discount rate and treatment cf inflaticc are
discussed followed by an illustration cf the process of
discounting cash flows for LCC studies.
Chapter Four looks at recenr experience with ICC in
weapons systems development and current efforts to apply the
model to building design.

The fifth and final chapter concludes that the
usefulness of LCC can be improved by judicious development
cf a data base and a ccmmon format for analysis.
The appendices provide simple illustrations of the LCC
process as applied to operating cost savings, maintecance
cost savings, and savings en replacement cf components and
systems.

II. ELEMENTS OF LIFE CYCLE CCS1ING
A. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER
This chapter defines life cycle cost as a summation of
the total costs which accrue throughout the life of the
building, as adjusted for the time value cf money to enable
useful comparisons to he made. Total costs cf a building
are recognized as being composed of several elements in
addition to initial costs. ICC techniques are used with
varying degrees of detail depending on the stage of building
design being considered.
E. GENEEAL DEFINITION OF LIFE CYCLE COSTS
1 . Summation of System Costs
The cigh cost cf constructing a building gets a let
cf attention frcm owners and designers alike. At every
formal bid opening cenducted by the government, or in every
contract negotiation in the commercial area, there is
concern ever whether the construction can be done for the
amount of money available. The owner , the designer, and
the contractor all focus their attention on the initial cost
tc construct that building. But there is much more than
that to be included in the cost of the building tc its
owner. The owner must pav the architect *ho designed the
10

building, and must pay the ir-house planning staff for their
front-end work in coordinating the work cf the architects,
the marketing consultants, the financial people, plus
significant administrative ccsts during construction.
Once the building has been occupied the owner begins
to receive its benefits but still incurs additional ccsts.
Every year the owner must pa 5 for lights and heat, taxes,
and people tc perform the functions the building is intended
tc shelter.
Ihe life cycle cost of a building is the sumiation
cf all of the costs incurred for that building for all of
the years from planning through ultimate sale or disposal.
2- Adjustment for t he Time Value cf Mcne^
Any summation of ccsts for purposes of comparing
alternatives cannot be valid unless the costs are in ccmmon
terms. To be in commcn terms, the costs must be considered
with respect to the timing of cash flows. The value cf a
dcilar today is not the same as it will be one year from
today for twc basic reasons. First, inflation will affect
the purchasing power of the dcilar, meaning it will buy less
goods and services a year from now. Second, the dcilar
received today has earning power. It can be invested for a
real return ever a span of time. In life cycle costing the
principles cf compound interest are used tc compute present
and future ccsts in a way that relates these two ccsts in
common terms. Ihe necessary formulas will be covered in
some detail in Chapter 3.
11

3- A Decision Making Tocl
Life cycle costing (LCC) is much mere than merely
the application of compound interest formulas. LCC is a
technique, a procedure, a set cf rules, a methodology, a
systematic procedure by which a complex task is
accomplished. The technique has been developed to allcw its
user to evaluate the results of a decisicn or tc cheese
between alternatives as a part of making a decision. It
does not provide an automatic decision but it gives added
visibility tc the cost elements of an investment decisicn.
4 • Increasing Significance of LCC
Life cycle costing is gaining increasing
significance to building designers and owners. The
ccntinuing effects of inflation on all building costs and
the even faster escalation of energy costs call attention to
the limitations of basing decisions solely on iiitial
investment costs. There is a need to anticipate growth and
changes in the use of buildings. It is becoming more viidely
recognized that the design of a building has long term
effects en the operating cost of the building. Tradeoffs
between initial costs and long term operating costs have
always been considered by informed owners but today such
tradeoffs are being given more attention and mere
visibility. The additional visibility provided by LCC
techniques is important because with advances in technology
the elements of costs and their interrelationships are
getting mere and more complex.
12

C. IHE HEAL COSTS OF A BUILEING
The real ccst cf a building can oe considered in terms
cf the initial cost, recurring costs on an annual basis and
intermittently through the life of the building, and
functional use costs. The total cost of ownership includes
the sum cf all costs. It can be shown that initial ccsts
are a suprisingly small portion cf total ownership ccsts.
1 • Initial Costs
Initial ccsts are primarily the ccst of
construction. Other types of initial cost such as design
and other owner costs are related directly tc the
ccnstruction cost. Interim financing ccsts are also
incurred during construction, again related directly re
ccnstructicn costs.
The construction costs are composed cf many
elements. The common tasis cf breaking down costs has for
years been in terms of materials, trades, or subcontract
packages. The most familiar format has been the 16 division
Uniform Construction Index (UCI) . A more recent trend, of
value in the conceptual and design development phase, has
been the functional system and subsystem approach. Ihis
method separates the building into its elements frcm a
functional standpoint such as foundation system, wall
systems, roof systems, and mechanical systems.
Thinking of a building in terms of systems helps in
understanding the interrelationships that can affect the
initial ccst of construction. A heavier wall system for
13

example may require a more substanial foundation system. A
mere energy efficient roofing system may permit a scalier
heating cr cooling system. The effect of one design
decisioE on ether aspects of the building can be studied in
terms of tuilding systems and the sum cf costs for each of
these systems will be the initial construction cost fcr the
building
.
2 • Bee urr ing Costs
The recurring costs for a building car be
essentially the same each year cr they can vary considerably
ever time. Types cf recurring ccsts are as fellows.
a. Operating - Utility Costs
Operating costs depend on hew the building has
been designed and hew it is used by the cccupants. The
climate has an obvious effect on the heating and ceding
requirements. The function to be performed in the building
may serve re reduce operating costs by providing much cf the
heat reguired (an auditorium) or may increase operating
ccsts (cooling a computer room in a hot climate)
.
The interaction between functicnal systeirs can
be used in the design develcpment to evaluate tradeoffs en a
life-cycle basis. For example, the lighting system might be
used to provide some of the heat reguired in the building.
t. Maintenance
The cost of maintenance is a serious
14

consideration in life cycle costing. Seme materials look
good when new and perform their function well but require
extensive maintenance on a daily or weekly basis. Some
mechanical systems depend on sophisticated control systems
which work well only if continually tuned or adjusted.
Other systems may te mere expensive initially but work well
for years with no attention.
c. Replacements
The components of various systems withir. a
building do not last forever. Some, such as foundation
systems may last as long as the building , tut others, such
as the reef system, may require replacement one cr more
times during the life of the building. Mechanical systems
need occasional replacement cf component parts such as pumps
or fans. Seme functicnal equipment may reguire replacement
with newer acd more efficient models. Sometimes the basic
use of the building will change and the original mechanical
equipment will be replaced with equipment of larger
capacities. These possibilities must be considered in the
life cycle ccst analysis.
d. Alterations
Alterations of a building are practically
inevitable. Even if the form perfectly fits the function on
the first day cf occupancy, changes will te desired soon
afterwards. The dynamic nature of activities being
performed create a necessity for alterations every year. It
is hard to evaluate what alterations might be made tut in
seme types cf buildings there has been encugh experience
with routine alterations that a reasonable estimate of
probable costs and consequences can be made. In any case,
15

where the need fcr future alterations can be reasonably
predicted, they shculd be included in the life cycle cost
analysis
.
e. functional Ose Costs
Functional use costs can be considered
separately from the facility operational costs. The
function of a building might be to provide health care
services. This function would require doctors and nurses
and certain specialized equipment. Such functional uses
must be considered by the owner when he is evaluating his
overall investment. From the designers point of view only
changes in functional costs need be considered. If the
decision at hand is whether to use gas or electric heat, the
number of nurses to be employed is net relevant. If a
decision on building layout requires an additional nurses
station to serve the same number of patients, the functional
cost of the additional nurses station must be included in
evaluating the alternatives.
3« Total Cost of Ownership,
The relative significance of initial construction
costs versus the total cost of ownersnip can be seen in an
example of a hypothetical office building. Ihis example has
been taken from the private sector so the impact of
financing on the total cost of ownership can be shewn
£Bef.1]. Fcr a federal project there is no visible
financing charge but rather an imputed opportunity cost for
investing in the project.
The following example is based on a hypothetical
office building of 100,000 square feet (SF) constructed at a
16

ccst of $50/SF. Design and ether owner costs are estimated
at 10% cf construction cost with an additional 10% interim
financing cost, bringing the total initial ccst to $600,000.
for the years after initial construction, operatirg and
maintenance costs are estimated at $2/SF over a life cf 40
years. Cyclical renewal costs are estimated at $250,000
every eight years. The total amount financed was $6,0C0,000
at 8% for 40 years for a total interest cost cf $14,000,000.
Ihese costs are listed in Table Il-i and illustrated
graphically in Figure 2-1. The time value of money is




Initial Project Development Costs:
Initial Construction % of ICC
100,000 SF at S50/SF $5,000,000 17.24
Design and other cwner costs $500,000 1.72
Interim financing costs $500,00 IjlJZ
Subtotal Initial Costs $6,000,000 20.68
Continuing Project Costs:
Operatirg and maintenance ccst
12/SF/YR for 40 years $8,000,000 27.59
Cyclical renewal cost
$25C,000 every 8 years $1,000,000 3.45
Financing cost
interest cost for a decreasing principal mortgage
cf $6,00G,00C at 3% for 40 years
$14,000,000 iiJL28
Subtotal Continuing Costs $23,000,000 79.31













Ibis example excludes the cost of land, the owner's
functional use cost, and any salvage or disposal costs at
the end of 40 years of building service. The inpact of
these items is highly variable but tends to further reduce
the percentage of life cycle cost attributable to iritial
construction costs. It should be observed that the designer
should strive for minimal operating and maintenance costs,
since they are a significant portion of the total cost.
C. LIFE CYCIE COST MODEL IN DESIGN ANALYSIS
Life cycle cost modeling is one of a variety of
techniques often used for performing cost studies under the
broader term of economic analysis. With respect to building
design, the Naval Facilities Engineering Ccmmand (NAVFAC)
divides eccncmic analysis into discrete types according to
the purpcse of the analysis [fief. 2 ]. The broadest tjpe is
the Fundamental Planning Analysis (FPA) . The FEA is
directed at the facilities planning objective. That is,
given that a mission function is to be performed, the FPA
seeks the optimum methcd of satisfying the requirement. The
18

solution may or may not turn out to include a military
construction project and planners should consciously resist
the temptation to merely use the FPA to justify a decision
to build. The analysis should lead to a decision and not
vice versa.
FPA is further divided into two types, primary and
secondary. The primary FPA addresses itself to the basic
need and economic justif icaticn for some change to present
conditions, the justification being in terms of absolute
cost savings. A secondary FPA is used once a deficiency or
changed reguirement for a facility has been identified. In
essence, given the reguirement for a facility, the most
economic means of satisfying the requirement must be
determined. It is reccgnized that the facility will ccst
money and the least-cost alternative is sought.
The second broad type of economic analysis with respect
to building design is referred to as Design Analysis (DA)
.
The DA is used once the decision has been made to build. It
is an economic analysis of design alternatives. The DA is
essentially the same thing as the FPA except that DA
addresses design alternatives and FPA addresses planning
alternatives. The FPA is usually prepared by the Navy
activity as a part of the Facility Study (DD Form 1391C)
supporting a request for approval of a military construction
project. The DA is usually done by the architect as a part
cf the project design documentation.
Life cycle costing in building design as discussed in
the thesis is primarily ccncerned with the DA type of
economic analysis. ICC focuses not just on the initial
economics cf various design alternatives but on the
implications those alternatives have on lcng term ccsts.
Ihe purpose here will he to explain the life cycle cost
mcdei as a technique for design eccncmic analysis.
19

Application cf the model will be illustrated with seme
examples taJ<en from recent military construction projects
and some examples constructed specifically to illustrate
possible applications. The examples will cover components
of a building. A thorough LCC study for a design project
may include detailed analysis of only one building component
or of a multitude of components depending en the judgm€nt of
the designer in a particular situation.
20

Ill LIFE CYCIE COSTING TECHNIQUES
A. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER
This chapter reviews the tasic mathematics of ccnpcund
interest and relates the tasic concepts tc the LCC model.
Since the Department of Defense (DOD) specifies the u-se cf a
10% disccunt rate, the origin of that discount rate is
discussed. The treatment of normal inflation and
differential inflation now being experienced in the field of
energy is reviewed next. Then the process cf discounting
cash flews is illustrated using cash flew diagrams and a
table of computations which will serve as a model for
further illustrations in the appendices. The chapter
concludes with comments on peculiar problems associated with
estimating ccsts for use in a LCC model.
£. 1HE TIME VALUE CF KONEY
The mathematics cf compound interest is the foundation
cf life cycle cost analysis. The subject is addressed in
detail in various texts en management and engineering
economy. Beferences 1 and 3 have been used ir. the
preparaticn of this section. This section is intended as a
brief review of those concepts, a refresher to help in the
understandi eg of following sections.
21

1 • Sijncjle Compound Amount Factor JSCA]_
Ihe rasic formula from which all the following
formulas can be derived is the single compound amount
formula. If a principal amount, P, is invested for n years
at an annual rate of interest, i, it will be worth a future
amount, F, as a result of compounding.
F = P(1+i) (1)
Ihe factor, <1+i) , is called the Single Compound amount
factor (SCA) by Ref. 1 . In LCC the SCA factor is used for
projecting costs forward in time from the present tine tc










2. Sincjlj Present Worth Factor (5FW)
The problem of simple compounding can be reversed to
find out what principal, P, must be deposited now so that by
earning interest at an annual rate of interest, i, it will
increase in value to a future amount, F. The terms are the
same as equation (1) tut instead of solving for F, we sclve
for P.




The factor 1/(1+i) is called the single present
worth factor (SPW) . In LCC the SPW factor is used for
bringing costs back from some future amount to a present
value as cf the base period.
10 15 .2 .2 5
P = F (SPW)
Figure 3-2
3- Uniterm Sinking Fund Factor iJJSF]_
Often it is necessary to accumulate money to meet
seme future expense. To determine what annual amount, A,
iust be deposited at the end of each year for n years,
earning an annual interest rate of i, in crder to produce a
future aicunt, F, the following formula would be used.
23

A = F • i (3)
(1+i) -1
Ihe factor i/((1 + i) -1) is called the urifcrm
sinking fund factor (USF) . In LCC applications the US?
factor is used fcr converting some future cash flew tc an
eguivalent uniform annual cost (EUAC) . For example, if a
tuilding must be removed frcm leased premises at the end of
the lease the cash flow can he considered as a future one
time cost cr as an eguivalent series of uniform cash flews





A = F (CSF) F
Figure 3-3
** • kJ3iJicr m Capital Recovery Fac tor JUCB ]_
It is often desirable tc know what annual amount, A,
can te earned fcr n years from a principal investment, ?.
Ibis can ce fcund by substituting in eguaticn (3) the value
given fcr F in eguation (1)
.
A = E (SCA) (USE)
n n
A = F (1+i) •!/ ( (1+i) -1)





The factor i(1+i) is called the uniform capital
n
(1+i) -1
recovery factor (UCR) . In terms of LCC the UCR factcr is
used for converting some present cash flow to an equivalent
uniform annual cash flow. The initial investment P is
mulitplied by the UCR factor to obtain the EUAC. Conversion
of costs tc EUAC is sometimes useful in comparing
alternatives of different economic lives.
5 10 15 20 ;HUM ...a. 1 ' ' Wi25
A ~ P (CCB)
Figure 3-4
5- UniJ2£l Compound Amount Fac tor iJJCAX
The formula for uniform sinking fund (USF) , equation
(3) , can be reversed. If the annual amount. A, tc be
invested at the end of each year for n years is known, the




F = A (1+i) -1 (5)
The factcr (1+i) -1 is called the unifcrm
i
compound amcunt factor (UCA) . In LCC this UCA factor could
be used fcr converting a series of uniform annual costs to
an equivalent single ccst at seme future pcint in time.
Ihis wculd be be applicable in the case of a long leac time
25

before the base period for analysis. An owner might have to
pay annual taxes en his property for a period of several





F = A (CCA)
Figure 3-5
15 20
6 • UJ3iJ c.Ei!! El es en t Worth Factor ( U P W
)
Ihe formula for uniform capital recovery, equation
(4) , can be similarly reversed. If the annual urifcrm
payment, A, is known, the present principal value, P, of
these payments can be found by solving equation (4) as
fellows.
P = A (6)
(UCH)
n




The factor (1+i) -1 is called the
n
i(1+i)
unifcrm present worth factor (UPW) . In LCC the UPW factor
is used fcr ccverting a series cf uniform annual costs tc an
eguivalent single cost at the present time. Annual
maintenance costs are commonly converted re present value by









C. SELECTION OF DISCOUNT RATES
The ccmpcund interest equations are often explained with
the factor i represented as the annual rare cf interest, a
financial relationship between a borrower and a lender. A
mere general interpretation cf i is the rate of return
required by the investor. There are several approaches to
determining the rate of return, depending en the investor's
cwn situation. It may be best in some forms to use the
opportunity cost of investments foregone when the capital
budget is limited to internally generated funds. In
competitive industry the weighted average cost of debt and
eguity capital mignt be chosen as the mest appropriate rate.
A rare slightly higher than a regulated "fair rate of
return" night be used by a public utility company. Chapter
11 cf Ref. 3 contains a good discussion en choice cf a
minimum attractive rate of return.
1. Ccmmercial Discount Bates
In the ccmmercial area no real benchmark has teen
established fcr the discount rate to be used. Each analyst
cr firm seems to arrive at its own appropriate rate tc be
used. The rates commonly used range from &% to 13^ with
seme higher than that. A firm witn a limited capital tudget
27

and several very promising investments proposed might easily
find a cut-cif rate of return at 20% or higher.
2. CCDJ.S Discount Rate
Agencies of the federal government have faced irany
different arguments about what discount rate should be used.
Seme engineers argued for a zero interest rate for projects
financed cut of current taxes, while others argued for an
interest rate equal to the rate paid on public borrowing.
Still others supported an opportunity cost approach. These
varied views led to diverse practices in federal government
agencies which were described and criticised in hearings
before the Subcommittee on Economy in Government of the
Joint Economic Committee of the Congress ir 1968. These
disagreements have new been resolved with release of the
following documents.
a. Stockfish Paper
Ihe concept of opportunity cost new prevails in
the federal sector. This concept was explained in a paper
entitled "Measuring the Opportunity Cost of Government
Investment" , IDA Research Paper P-490, March 1969, by J. A.
StocKfish. Stockfisn worked on determining an average rate
cf return en private investment capital and arrived at an
overall weighted average composite rate cf return of 12X for
the years from 1949-1965. This nominal rate of return was
reduced for inflation ty netting out the 1.6X average annual
consumer price increase over the pericd considered. Tne
ccnclusicn was that money spent for government investments
would divert funds from the private sector that could be
invested for a real rate of return of aoout 10.4% [Ref.2].
28

b. CMB Circular A-94
Eased on the Stockfish paper, and presumably
many other convincing arguments in favor of the opportunity
cost approach, the federal government has selected a
discount rate of 105? to be used in economic evaluation of
investments. This rate is specified by OME Circular A-94
and by DOD Instruction 7041.3. The use of this specified
discount rate has enabled projects to be compared ce an
equal basis without the distortions inherent in each
department deriving its own rate. Interest tables based on
this rate have been published in DOD directives and used by
ail services.
3 . Ij?£a ct of Inflation
a. Inflation-discount Spread
Seme higher rates of return are "nominal" rates
which include both the effects of inflation and the real
earning power of money. Wher "nominal" rates are used
operating costs for the future must first be escalated at
the assumed inflation rate and then discounted back to
present value using the "nominal" rate of return. Some
analysts take the position that interest rates and inflation
increase and decrease in a parallel fashion with interest
rates consistently staying about 3% above the inflation
rate. In that case tne selection of any "nominal" rate and
a corresponding escalation rate is considered acceptable as
long as the spread between the two is kept at 3%. The 10%
discount rate used by DOD is a "real" rate of return where
the effects inflation have been removed. In some situations
29

however, such as energy analysis, additional inflation must
te considered.
t. Differential Inflation
The 103? real rate of return specified bj CMB
assumes that a normal amount of inflation strikes all
alternatives and cash flows uniformly. However, in some
specific cases the analyst will have firm justification for
using an inflation rate in excess of the inflation rate of
the general economy. The DOD policy regarding such an
analysis is tc split the study into two phases. The first
phase would use prices in terms of constant dollars using
the standard 10% discount rate. A second phase of the study
would consider the differential inflation.
Since a normal amount of inflation has already
been considered via the 10% disccunt rate, only differential
inflation should be considered in the second phase. In ether
words, if fuel costs are expectad to rise at 8% and the
general economy is expected to inflate at 5%, only the 3%
differential inflation rate should be used. Fuel costs
should then be projected to each future year (n) by
n
compounding according to the formula F = E ( 1 + . 3) ) . lhat
future amount F should then be discounted back to the tase
n
period according to the formula P = F/(1+.10) . The
inflation and discounting can be done in either order or
both at once by use of interest tables constructed for that
purpose. The tables provided by Ref. 2 for this purpose
have been used in this thesis.
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E. DISCOUNTING CASH FLOWS - EXAMPLES
"•• Cash Flow Diag ram s
Ihe relationship between cash flows in a life cycle
cost analysis can often be clarified by use cf a cash flow
diagram. In these diagrams the timing of cash flews ever
the years under consideration are represented en a
horizontal time scale.
10 15 2 years
Figure 3-7
Ihe cash flows occuring over the years are
represented hy arrows drawn at the appropriate point in
time. Costs will be represented as downward arrows and
benefits will be represented as upward arrows.
benefits
costs Figure 3-8
The ccsts and benefits are tnen listed in tabular
fcrm for computations to convert them tc the common base
year for analysis. Any year can be chosen as the base year
for analysis but the racst common practice is to convert both
ccsts and benefits to their corresponding value as of the
present tiire. The following is a brief example to
illustrate the format to be used in following chapters.
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Assume that an energy conservation project will cost
$10,000 tcdaj. It will need a repair or replacemert of
parts az the end of the fifth year costing $500, and will
save $1,200 in fuel costs for the ten years cf the study.
The net present value (NPV) of these cash flows can be
determined as follows, in order to determine the feasibility
cf the project [fief. 4 ].
a. Initial Investment
Ihe first cash flow is the investment ccst of
$10,000. Ihis cost occurs at the beginning cf the project
sc it is already in present value terms.
$10,000 investment cost
Figure 3-9
1 y r s
t. Bepair or Replacement of Parts
Ihe next cash flow we will consider is the 5500
ccst of replacement parts in year five. Ihe cash flew is




Ihe 3500 future ccst Bust be converted tc
present value by multiplying by the appropriate single
present worth factor (SPWP = J500(SPW, i=10B, n=5)
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P = $500(0.6209) =$310
SEW was computed from equation (1). The $500 cost can then
te considered equivalent to a $310 cost occurring at the
present time.
c. Annual Fuel Savings
The last cash flew is the series of benefits due
to the fuel savings. These benefits are shown as arrows
above the horizontal time line. Again ths cash flew is
considered to occur at the end of each year.




The uniform future benefits must be converted to
present value by multiplying by the appropriate Uniform
Present worth factor.
P = $1,20Q(UPW, i=10%, n=10)
P = $1, 200 (b. 144) = $7,373
In this case it was assumed that the fuel costs
did not inflate any faster than the general economy. UPW
was computed from equation (6).
.





d. Discounted Net Cash Flows


























Most of the focus in LCC analysis is en costs. For
this reason it is more convenient to use positive numbers
for costs and consider any benefits as negative costs.
Eenefits are thus shown in parentheses in the tabular
format. In this example the sum of all the discounted costs
is positive indicating that the costs have exceeded the
benefits and the project does not generate a 10% return on
the investment.
Computation of the discount factors from the
eguations is often considered inconvenient. Tradi ticcally
tables of disccunt factors have been used to eliminate the
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need for complex computations. The use of the tables can be
explained in textbooks rather easily with appropriate
emphasis on application of the principles of compound
interest rather than on deriving of formulas. The tables of
discount factors most commonly used for economic analysis
within NAVFAC were published in Ref. 2.
It should be noted that there is a difference
between the present value factors given in the tables of
Bef. 2 and the factors obtained by using the formulas
discussed earlier. That difference is because of a choice
between twc conventions for modelling cash flow. The most
common convention is the end-of-year convention. This
convention assumes that cash flows occur at the end of each
interest period and the period is assumed tc be one year.
This annualizing convention is taught in tasic accounting
and engineering economy courses.
The second ccnventicn used is the unifcrn flow
convention [Ref. 5, App. A]. This convention recocnizes
that many types of cash flow dc not occur at only one point
in the year. Interest payments may occur semi-annually,
taxes might be paid guarterly, utility bills might be paid
monthly, wages might be paid bi-weekly or weekly, and a
variety cf receipts cr disbursements might occur daily or
even more often. At the oppcsite end of the spectrum from
the annual period is the assumption of an infinite number of
small periods and the continuous compounding of interest.
Continuous compounding usually requires more detailed
explanation in presentation of economy studies so annual
compounding is more commonly used for reference. The
uniform flew convention is explained by Ref. 2 as the
average disccunt factor. It happens that the average cf two
consecutive end-of-year factors is the same as the factor
obtained when using continuous compounding in the uniform
flow convention [Ref. 3 and 5]. Neither convention matches
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perfectly tc real life cash flew situations although there
are many arguments that the uniform flow convention is
closer to reality. The most accurate result would he used
ty using a combination of the twe conventions but then such
additional accuracy night be considered unnecessary. The
whole procedure is intended as an aid tc arriving at a
raticnal ordering cf alternatives. Ihe ranking of
alternatives will not normally be affected by which
convention is chosen. The tables provided by Ref. 2 and
fief. 5 are based on the uniform flow convention and
explained as an average of consecutive end-cf-year factors.
Z. THE EEOEIEM OF ESTIMATING COSTS
1 • Initial Cost Estimates
Ihe procedures involved in life cycle cost analysis
do not single-handedly assure greater accuracy in investment
decisions. The initial cost estimates, bcth for investment
costs and recurring operating costs are the prime
determinants of accurate analysis. The initial estimates
must be as accurate as possible and certainly all inclusive.
Cost elements omitted from the analysis invariably lead to
greater distortions than errors in estimating those elements
that are included.
Initial investment ccsts are usually based en a
ccnstructicn cost estimate plus various frcnt-end costs on
the project. The level of detail in the cost estimate
varies with the stage of design development. Early in the
project the estimating parameters may be overall dollars per
sguare fcot of building or an average ccst per BOQ rccm.
Later in the project mere detailed parametric estimates will
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fce developed based on unit estimates for different elements
cf the building such as dollars per square feet of exterior
walls, interior walls, roof surfaces, or dollars per light
fixture. In the final construction estimates there will be
a detailed breakdown for each category of labor and
materials the contractor will use in constructing the
facility. In most cases this will be the most accurate
estimate cf initial cost.
The initial estimates cf operating costs will also
te engineered estimates. For example, detailed procedures
are used to estimate the energy use in a building. The
owner's estimate of functional use costs for each of tae
years under consideration will also be included. Obviously
it is difficult to project such estimates very far into the
future. Even energy costs are highly variable depending on
hew the owner operates his business. Bill an energy
conservation program always be in effect? Will the amount
cf ventilation air required stay the same? Will
manufacturing processes change demanding more electrical
consumption? The analyst must have initial estimates for
these ccst elements. They cannot be accepted as 100%
accurate in any case but any analysis must be based on the
test information available.
2 • Il^a u € ncy_ of Changes
Seme routine changes during the economic life cf a
building can be anticipated. The accuracy of these
projections will seriously affect tne life cycle cost
analysis. A later example will illustrate the question of
relocating partition walls. Rill changes be made every
three years or every five years? The analyst must make seme
kind of a judgement as he develops his study. Ideally there
viculd be historical precedent to guide him. Realistically
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little data has been collected on previous experience and
analysts are on their cwn for the most fart.
Seme guidance has been published on the average life
cycles cf different items of mechanical equipment. Seme
analysts use the data en average useful life provided in the
Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) rcanual
entitled, Life Cycle Costing Emphasizing Energy Conservation
[Eef. 6 ]. Some brief guidelines for different types of
buildings are provided in Ref. 2. What is really reeded
though is net the overall building life but the expected
useful lives of different elements of the building. It is
generally recognized that if various elements of a building
are replaced as they wear out the building can enjoy an
overall useful life much beyond that originally planned.
The Navy's experience with "temporary" fccoden buildings
constructed in WWII is sufficient evidence cf this point.
Some estimates of the life of building cemponents can be
obtained from manufacturers cr materials suppliers. Seme
firms are developing their cwn estimates based on in-hcuse
experience. Ihe Navy seems to have enough experience within
the NAVFAC family but it requires much mere development to
bring it into a form which cculd be directly used by the
analyst. Informed judgment is now the watchword for
estimating the frequency of change of individual building
elements
.
3 . Cost of Replacements
Ihe estimates cf costs cf replacements can introduce
additional errors into a life cycle cost analysis. Every
engineer whe has sat in on a bid opening for repair and
renovation work is aware of the range of responses generated
by the uncertainty associated with replacements. Most
parametric estimating manuals are based on new construction.
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Most estimating for repair work is done by modifying
estimates for similar work in new construction. The
possibilities for error are compounded in this situation.
** • Maintenanc e Po licy and Costs
The amount of money to be spent en maintenance is
largely a natter of policy and the amount of money
available. These two items will have a significant effect
en any life cycle cost analysis. If one firm intends to
paint the exterior walls frequently to maintain a sharp
appearance and another paints only as often as necessary to
protect the structure from further detericraton thej will
obtain very different results from the LCC analysis. Again
this is a matter requiring judgment on the part cf tne
analyst. Alternatives must be compared on an equal rasis,
so the same results-oriented maintenance policy must be
applied to all alternatives and the policy anticipated must
fce reasonably accurate.
F. EXAiir-LES
Appendices A through C contain examples of life cycle
cost calculations for potential cost savings relating to
operations, maintenance, and repair or replacement. A
review cf these appendices will provide guidance on use of
the techniques previously described in this chapter.
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IV. CURRENT FEDERAL EFFORTS IN LCC
A. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER
Most cf the application cf LCC in the federal government
has been in connection with weapons systems development.
This chapter examines recent experience with LCC in the
military/industrial community, pointing cut some of the
problems with the mass of data and the variety of
applications involved. Current efforxs in the application
cf LCC techniques to building design are reviewed concluding
with a summary of a computer model now being used by the
Navy for evaluating design alternatives.
E. MILITARY INDUSTRIAL LCC EXPERIENCE
1 • ii§£cn£ Systems
Much of the pioneering wcrk in the use of LCC ircdels
has occurred in weapons systems development. The
mathematical models generated to study the long range cost
implications of systems design decisions have been muck more





Eeference 7 presents a compilation cf five
automated LCC models for small arms and combat vehicles.
This paper includes mathematical models, nomenclature lists,
derivations cf pertinent relationships, and detailed Fcrtran
computer programs to use in LCCstudies. The study used
multiple categories cf cost and 110 elements or sets of
data.
Cther detailed studies concentrate entirely on
the mathematical aspects of LCC modeling, examining the
treatment cf parameters, time phasing, and sensitivity
analysis. An early Army study, Bef. 8, uses two types of
sensitivity- analysis. The first is changing the values of
variables in the LCC equations. The secend uses partial
differential equations to derive sensitivity equations in
terms of each of the variables. With many different
organizations separately studying the application of ICC to
weapons systems development, many inconsistencies arcse.
Much of the controversy over use of LCC naturally grew from
the inconsistencies and much effort has been directed at
developing guidelines for more uniform application cf the
techniques.
t. Contractual Implications
An important question in the minds cf many
weapons systems procurement managers has beer the
relationship of LCC programs to cther procurement techniques
such as design to cost. If a weapons contractor is
obligated to deliver a weapons system for a specific cost,
can he select alternatives which minimize initial cost at
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the expense cf higher operating costs? As the technigues of
LCC have new been blended with "design to ccst" programs it
has become clear that production unit costs are onlj one
part of the total life cycle costs. Setting constraints on
this one part of the total ccsts does net negate the
applicabilit j of the entire concept. When LCC technigues
are to fce included in a procurement it is generally
recommended that the LCC model to be used, the parairetric
definitions and source selection criteria should be included
in the development contract and preferably in the Reguest
for Proposals. Tradeoffs between design-tc-cost and life
cycle cost must be considered in the earliest staces of
design [ Ref . 9 ].
2 • IJj Ec ein<j Sum mar y
Ihe decade of the 60's saw many different models
developed for use in defense systems projects. The prcgrams
multiplied sc rapidly that seen serious guestions were being
asked in defense industry about how geed the technigue
really was for solving practical problems. Some firms
seriously guesticned the validity of the process for
applicaticn in an era of turbulent technological
development. One firm which did a thorough study cf the
whole LCC process was the Boeing Company of Seattle. Eoeing
published a study in 1974 which examined the current state
of the art in life cycle costing and system effectiveness.
Ihe study contains a bibliography cf 160 documents
referencing LCC and evaluated 14 computer programs which
provide a data base for various LCC studies [Ref. 10 ].
a. Ehiloscphy
Ihe philosophy cf the Boeing study was tc seek
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out a cost analysis technique that is simple, flexible, low
cost, and easily applied in various degrees of detail by
engineers throughout the early stages of design. Cnly
functional elements significantly sensitive to cost should
te analyzed in detail. Standard design factors shculd be
applied elsewhere. Several methods of providing cost
awareness or guidance were being considered.
b. Eroblems
In their study of LCC the grcup from Eceing
interviewed many engineers and managers with direct
experience in using LCC models for weapons systems
development studies. Personnel interviewed were generally
from the systems analysis groups of Boeing, EAND
Corporation, Air Force, Navy, and the Army. The sources
were not guoted directly but Boeing summarized what they
felt was the consensus of the interviews. The consensus was
that there were definite problems with the application of
LCC techniques.
O) Specific Applicatio ns
It was found that most LCC models were
designed for specific rather than general application. The
pre-existicg models were not effectively applied to new
programs nor were they readily available fcr general use.
Ihis could be a result of the diverse nature of weapons
systems. The parameters of life cycle cost fcr a tank cr a
snail arms weapons program would certainly be different than
those considered for a shipboard missle system.
(2) Lack of Valid Data
The problem of collecting valid data was
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cue of the main reasons given for the LCC models not being
applied. 2luch of the data available was found to be
incomplete, or at least suspect. It was recognized that tne
data base required for most models would be immense. The cost
of collecting such data and transforming it tc the format of
the model was prohibitive in many cases.
c. Future of ICC
Some analysts interviewed by the Boeing study
group felt that the concept of LCC modeling had run its
course. Most models were nice for analysts tc play with but
fcr real world use they were not economically practical and
were in fact unreliable. The study group commented that
this seemed to be an accurate summary of the state cf the
art. At tnat time in fact tte Boeing- Corporation had cnly
one contract (B-1 Avionics System) that had any requirement
tc perform LCC predictions. That requirement itself was
oriented at showing the customer what the support costs
would be and not for performing tradeoffs for the mcst
effective product in the design stage. The volume of work
en LCC in recent years indicates that the concept of LCC
modeling has not run its course, in spite cf the opinion of
seme individual analysts.
3. GAO en LCC
a. Eecisions
The Government Accounting Office (GAO) has ruled
consistently that LCC is a valid procurement technique,
lhat endorsement carries with it a series of decisions
affecting procedures which must be observed hhen conducting
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a procurement with LCC considerations. Previsions for award
to the responsible bidder whose bid is the most advantageous
to the United States, "price and other factors considered,"
is a familiar concept to contracting officers. LCC can be
one of the factors considered in an award but only if
bidders have been informed that LCC will be one of the
factors used in the evaluation of bids. There must be a
definite and concise showing with respect to lower
maintenance and operations cost if that is to be used as a
basis for award to other than the lowest bidder. The most
crucial problem is to identify the LCC factors with
sufficient clarity and definiteness to enable bidders to
know precisely how their bids will be evaluated. The ccsts
presented in any LCC procurement must be certain and
ncn- speculative.
b. Comments to Agencies
GAO has suggested increasing use cf LCC. It has
also suggested a switch in organizational orientation from
procurement to engineering organizations. GAO has asked for
a more continuous effort at developing and inplementinc LCC
technigues, more application to non-competitive procurements
as well as competitive procurement, and more use of LCC at
the subcontractor level [Ref. 11].
4 • ^instruction I ndustry
a. Collection of Data Base
The construction industry is shewing a great
deal of interest in LCC technigues. The central problem of
adeguate data collection is still a subject cf much concern.
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Seme leaders cf the industry feel that collection and
dissemination of a data base ought to be done by tublic
todies since the private sector cannot afford to dc it
adequately on an organized basis. Others feel that the
manufacturers cf ccnstructicn materials and subcomponents
should take the lead in developing life cycle cost
experience en their products. A specialty area cf LCC
consulting has been developing recently to serve both public
and private concerns as they develop more detailed
applications of older disciplines of economic analysis [Ref.
12 ].
b. LCC and Performance Specifications
o
The interface of LCC with performance
specifications is an important point to note. Performance
specifications are based on a functional description of what
a building product is supposed to do. The specification
dees not detail how a particular building element is to
satisfy the problem, it just describes the problem to be
satisfied. If net properly dene a performance specification
could be bid low on initial cost but end. up costinc the
cwner mors in the long run. To be really effective,
performance specifications must be committed to an
evaluation procedure which includes extensive use of life
cycle costing. Increasing attention to life cycle costing
should inevitably improve the quality of building systems
and materials [Ref. 13 ].
c. Materials Manufacturers
To date there appears to be no centralized
effort en the part cf materials manufacturers or the
ccnstructicn and design communities to develop a data base
U6

tc serve the industry. Some firms are collecting
information en their own products, others rely heavily on
what can be gleaned from federal research contracts and
academic research. There has been some effcrt most recently
en the part cf the American Institute cf Architects (A1A) tc
advance the use of LCC techniques. Their recently published
"Life Cycle Costing, A Guide for Architects", explains the
tasic prccess very clearly and outlines a recommended format
for analysis. The architects have done seme collaboration
with the General Services Administration in seeking a common
format for the study of functional systems in buildings.
These efforts in seeking a cemmen format could lead tc a
sharing cf cost experience data between the private and
federal sectors.
C. CTHEE FEEERAL AGENCY EFFCETS
Much of the development in the use of LCC models in the
late 1960's and early 1970' s occurred in the Department of
Defense, working on weapons systems and ship systems. The
use of LCC models on facilities oriented design work has
seen an increase in the mid-197Q , s in the larger federal
ag encies
.
1 • GSA ICC in Public Buildings
The General Services Administration has worked
extensively en its UNIFORMAT cost estimating system. This
system is based upon a standard hierarchical framework of
cost categories, elements, and items. Concurrently the
American Institute of Architects was wcrking en its
HASIERCQST system, attempting to develop a national building
cost data bank. Fortunately the two organizations recognized
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the similarity of their gcals and their resulting systems
and merged the two efforts. The resulting hierarchical cost
system new gees by the GSA name of UNIF0RMA1. The UNIBCEMAT
system was described in detail in GSA's first publication on
LCC, "Life Cycle Costing in the Public Euilding Service,
Volume I" [Ref. 14 ].
GSA's second volume under the same title is its "how
tc" manual cencerning ICC. It includes a discussion of LCC
concepts and analysis considerations and a complete
description cf how the process should be dene for federal
office tuildings. Detailed forms and step by step
instructiens for their use are provided. The interaction
tetween building components is addressed by way of a
UNIFORMAT Cost Matrix. A designer can use ths matrix as a
helpful reiinder of what building systems might be affected
by changes in any other system. A similar matrix is
provided for energy interaction with individual systems.
GSA's program for LCC is well developed from a
planning standpoint. It is less comprehensive than ether
programs which address functional related costs in more
detail. No extensive data collection has yet been initiated
ty GSA.
2- HJW Studies for Hospitals
The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has
new published a series of manuals entitled "Life Cycle
Eudgeting and Costing, As an Aid in Decision Making" as a
part of a five year study sponsored by the Public Health
Service and the Federal Energy Administration [Ref, 15 ].
Ihe purpose of their study is to improve the cost~decision
making process associated with health facilities by
developing a costing nodel that acts in parallel with
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planning and design decision models. A lock at the titles
cf the manuals published to date will give the reader an
appreciation for the comprehensive scope of their work.
Volume I Processes and Concepts, Dec. , 1975
Volume II Energy Handbook, June, 1976
Volume III Data Base Reguirements
,
Formats, and Sources, May, 1976
Volume IV Life Cycle Costing Procedures, June, 1976
Volume V Data Management Plan, Jan., 1977
The Data Management Plan picks up en the UNIECEMAT
system being promoted by GSA and AIA and then carries it one
step further. Because of the high cost impact of functional
operation-related resources en the health care industry the
data management plan prepared by HEW provides for collecting
functional cost data. The data base reguired becomes more
comprehensive and the computer programs for analysis cf the
data becomes more complex. The next phase cf the HEW study
will be to develop the necessary life cycle costing models
and programs and test them with data collected in accordance
with their Data Management Plan.
3- JSfiA LCC Application s
Ihe Energy Research and Development Administration,
ERDA, published a manual entitled, "Life Cycle Costing
Emphasizing Energy Conservation" in September, 1976 with
revisiocs in May , 1977 [Ref. 6 ]. The handbook discusses
the process of life cycle costing as a method for dealing
with energy conservation design alternatives aimed primarily
at retrofitting existing facilities. By using the analysis
concepts set forth in the manual budget reguests for energy
conservation programs will be standardized. This will allow
a comparable ranking of budget contenders. Ihe procedures
described provide for a series of levels of analysis
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depending en complexity of the project. A nomogram analysis
technique is presented which allows screening out of many
projects before expensive and detailed analysis is
necessary. The focus on energy is evident in the
introduction of the economic measurement concept of
ETU/investmeEt dollar.
C. WESTEIV'S LCC MODEI
An efficient LCC model is in current use by the Western
Division, Naval Facilities Engineering Command, San Eruno,
California. The model has been titled "An Economic Euilding
Performance Model (EEPK) after a thesis of the same title by
Mr. Stephen Kirk, AIA. [Ref. 16 ]. (Mr. Kirk introduced
the model at WESTDIV and worked on development of a data
base to support it until his departure in July 1977 to
accept employment with the civilian firm of Smith, Hinchman,
and Grylls Associates, Inc. of Washington, E. C.)
1 . The Model
EEPM focuses en the energy costs for lighting,
heating, cooling, and equipment, and on costs for
maintenance, replacements, and fire protection. The model
is based en parameters provided by the designer. The
parameters include a description of various elements of the
building, the climatic factors, orientation of the building,
utility operating charcteristics and applicable costs, and
economic assumptions. The model permits substitution of
different parameters as the designer trys alternative
layouts or choices of material. Printouts are provided
which give the total life cycle cost of eacn alternative
with sufficient backup data for interpreting the results.
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2- The Eata Base
Wcrx has begun on development of a cost data base
for use Kith the model. The cost data base is in a building
systems format using a computerized cost estimating system
being developed by the Atlantic Division, Naval Facilities
Engineering Command. Historical information on maintenance
costs is being developed from the Navy's maintenance control
experience. The data base is not fully developed but many
elements are already included. The data base is being
expanded as each new project is studied. Experience with
the model and the data base has been very sucessful so far.
3 • groblems and Further Eev elopjnents
Cevelopment of the EEEM is continuing. The model
itself is being improved as the data base development
continues. Further developments are desirable, especially
the development of seme automatic procedure for formatting
the Navy's vast cost experience with maintenance and




V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A. LCC IN EEBSPECTIVE
The development cf LCC models in the military/industrial
establishment seems to have run in a cycle of increasing
complexity. As the models get more and mere complex they
tecome mere esoteric, less useful on a bread basis, and
extremely demanding in their requirements for data. Tne
frustration cf trying to obtain a perfect mcdel of a complex
system leads to criticism of the LCC technique and waning
enthusiasm fcr attempts at prediction. At seme point the
decline is stopped by a recognition that the life cycle
approach is still better than the narrow consideration of
only initial costs. The technique can be applied, tut it
must be applied judiciously. The technique may be
cumbersome in the most extremely complex applications tut it
can be very useful in less complex and mere predictable
areas. Facilities design is ore area where the models may
find worthwhile application.
E. TOHAEES A COMMOM FCEMAT
One of the most prevalent problems noted in the
military/industrial experience with LCC has teen the lack cf
a common format. The same problem occurs in the application
cf LCC to building design. Lacking any broadly accepted
format, each designer adopts the basic concepts to his own
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use and presents his analysis in whatever form he considers
will provide the clearest explanation of his analysis. The
result is a wide variety of nomenclature and form of
presentation
.
The recent efforts of GSA and AIA should help lead the
construction industry towards a common format for LCC
analysis. The development of the UNIF0RMA1 system is a
first step for the industry. Other steps needed are
agreement on terminology, agreement on simplified form for
presenting the analysis, agreement en the treatment of
inflation, and agreement on the use of Equivalent Uniform
Annual Cost or strictly present value analysis in tradeoff
decisions. This is not to say that these two organizations
should dictate how LCC will be used in the construction
industry. What they have done is to set a tone of
cooperation. Other industry leaders should join in anc work
toward a common format which will strengthen the usefulness
of the LCC tccl.
C. BUILEING A DATA EASE
Good data is essential tc a good LCC analysis.
Unfortunately, good data is almost non-existent, at least in
the form in which it is needed. Maintenance and operations
data is collected by icany organizations. Seme utility cost
data is excellent. It will provide a sound basis for
estimating fuel consumption for expected climatic
conditions. Some maintenance data is good, particularly on
housekeeping expenses such as floor care and relamping. For
the most part, however, maintenance data on tuilding systems
is not extensive and not available ourside the particular
organization. Each owner maintains seme kind of records
useful within his own plant and in the form he finds
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convenient. Collection of that data in a systems format
with direct application to LCC studies is not being done.
This lack of data should not bar effective use of LCC,
however. The data that is available should be transformed
into a useful form. New data can be added as each new study
is done, gradually building a data base with broader
application. Broader application again depends on a common
format. Within DOD, there exists a great deal of cost
experience relating to buildings. If a way can be found to
directly collect that experience in a systems format, an
adeguate data base would soon be a reality. It is
recommended that the Naval Facilities Engineering Command
pursue collection of its construction and maintenance cost
data in a systems format which can be directly accessed for
LCC studies.
E. USEFULNESS OF THE TOOL
When struggling with the complexities of diverse formats
and elusive data the designer must not lose sight of the
purpose ex LCC in building design. The LCC analysis is a
tool, a technigue to assist in making design decisions. It
does not have to be absolutely perfect to be useful in
ordering alternatives. The application of the technique can
te exceedingly complex or fairly simple depending en the
level of decision being considered. Ln applying LCC models
to facilities design a lesson can be learned frcm the
broader military/industrial experience. If kept simple,




LCC IN HEATING ANALYSIS
2. EACKGBOUND
Calculating the heat load for a building involves
determining the amount of heat lost to the exterior through
each of the buildings components and then addinc the
components tc determine total heat loss. The usual elements
of the heat load calculation are losses through walls and
ceilings, infiltration losses around windows, and additional
heat needed to raise the temperature of ventilation air
brought inside the building. A detailed heat lead
calculation requires the integration of heat losses from all
sources over the specific time under consideration. Such a
detailed calculation is provided by several coiputer
programs in general commercial use.
For purposes of illustrating the life cycle cost
calculations, it is not necessary to knew all elements of
the heat lead. Savings on any one element of the total
calculation will be reflected in the savings on the overall
total. Ey knowing the thermal properties of one building
element, such as walls, that component's contribution to
total energy use can be calculated according to the
following formula.




Q = heat loss in ETU/Hr
U = D-factor (thermal transmittance factor)
A = Area of exterior building surface
dT = Tenperature difference between
winter inside and outside
The annual heating cost is then calculated according to
the formula:





C = Annual ccst cf heat
h
C = Cost ($) per trillion BTO output
D = Number of heating degree days per year
h
dT = Temperature difference
Combining these twc eguaticns, we find
C = 24 C (UAdT) D
h h
1,000, OOOdT
by cancelling dT, the eguation can be rewritten as:
C = U (24CAD )
h h
1 ,000,000
From this equation it can be seen that the annual ccst
cf heating the building varies directly «ith the thermal
resistance or U-factor for the building component. The ccst
savings to te gained from additional thermal insulaticn can




E. WALL INSULATION EXAMPLE
1 • Introduction
This will be a hypothetical example to illustrate
the application of ICC techniques to the problei of
insulation for a hone. The simplest situations will be
compared. The base alternative will be a hollow light
weight block wall, 8 inches thick. The alterrative
considered will be addition cf 2 inches of polystyrene beard
insulation to the room side of the wall. The following
assumptions are made [Eef. 17 ].
2- Assumptions
Prices and insulation values are based on Masonry
Wall Cost, 1977-78, National Association of Erick
Distributers, Northern Ohio Chapter. The prices given will
be in terms cf per sguare foot of wall area. Considerations
for openings and maintenance are excluded as being
essentially the sane fcr either alternative.
The block wall is $1 ,75/SF but since this is the
same for both alternatives the only cost considered will be
the addiitonal SQ.45/SE to add the 2 inches of polystyrene
board insulation.
Ihe location of the building is in Cleveland, Chio,
which has winter climatic conditions as follows: 6,350
degree davs; 7 Deg . winter outdoor design temperature; 37.2
Eeg. average winter temperature. Ihe building will be
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assumed tc reguire a 72 Deg. indoor temperature.
The U-factor for the block wall is .35 ard the
addition of insulation changes the U-f actor tc .10.
The tuilding is heated with natural gas at a ccst of
I1.93/MME1U adjusted for a coefficient of efficiency cf .6
giving a ccst of heat delivered of $3. 23/MMBTU. Ihis
eguates to a cost of .32 per therm (10 0, OOOETU) which is a
relatively inexpensive cost of fuel. The gas price will be
assumed tc inflate at a differential inflaticn rate of 1% in
excess of the general economy's inflation rate.
3 . Hcllc w light weight block wall alternative
Q = U*A»dT





= (24) (3. 23) (12.25) (6,350)
(1, CCO, 000) (35)
= $0. 172/SF/YS
** • E§§ ic wall with 2 in. in sulation added alt ernative
Q = U«A»dT
= (. 10) (1 ) (35) =3.5 E1U/HR
C = 2U«OQ«D
h h
1 ,C0O f 000«dT
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= (24) (3. 23) (3.5) (6,350)
(1, COO, 000) (35)
= $0. 049/SF/YR
5. Ccst savings due t.o insulati on
. 172
-.049
$ . 123/SF/YR for the first year
6« Cash flow diagram^, wall insulation
iiLL
,...$.123/SF annual savings
5 10 15 20
i i 1
25
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7 • Cisc ussion cf r esults
It was cbvious from the start that the addition cf
insulation tc a block building in Cleveland would provide
benefits in excess of the ccst incurred. The effect of
inflation is considerable. Using no differential inflation
the total NEV benefit ever a 25 year life wculd have teen
S.72/SF. When inflation is considered the benefit junps to
$1.72/SF. It is interesting to note in this hypothetical
example that the additional ccst of insulation conic have
been as much as the original cost of the wall ($1.75/ST) and
it still wculd have produced net benefits cf 3.47/SJ over
the 25 years that gas prices are assumed to be rising.
C. EOOF INSULATION EXAMPLE
1 • Intrc diiction
Life cycle costing can be used to make comparisons of
alternative amounts and placement of roof insulation. For
this example a comparision will be drawn between a wcod
ccnstructicn flat roof and ceiling with rocf deck insulation
and the same rcof with no rocf deck insulaticn but with F/19
insulation in lieu of the air space between the ceiling and
the plywcod deck. Cnly incremental costs of the two
alternatives will be considered.
2« Assumption s
Prices are cased on National Construction Estiaatcr,
1977 Edition edited by Gary Moselle, Craftsman Book Coapany,
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Solona Eeach, Ca. Prices given will be in terms of square
feet of ceiling and rocf area.
The basic alternative will be a flat wood reef with
tuilt'up reefing over a 1/2" thick preformed insulation
beard with a thermal resistance S of 1.39. The U-factcr for
this alternative is 0.17.
The alternative construction will delete the roof
deck insulation and add 6" of fiberglass insulation (R— 19)
intc the air space between the ceiling joists. The U-factor
for this assembly is 0.04.
The cost of the 1/2" roof deck insulaticr. is 3
.236/SF and the cost of the E^19 insulation is $ . 328/SF or
a net additional cost of $ .C92/SF.
The winter design parameters are the same as ir. the
previous exanple for wall insulation.
3. Ecof deck insulation alternative
Q = U»A«dT











4. H^ii insulation alternative
Q = (.04) (1 ) (35) = 1.40




5 • Ccst savings t c first alternative
$. C84/SF/YR
-.020
$.C64/SF/YR first year savings
6 • £as h flow diagram, reof insulation
iiLb
$.064/SF/YR fuel savings






£RCJ COST AMOUNT DISCCUNT DISCCUNTED
YEAR ELEMENT ONE-TIME RECURRING FACTOR COST
initial cost
of added .092 1.C0 .092
insulation
1-25 savings on (.064) 1S.C49 (1.155)
fuel
TOTAL NPV BENEFIT S1.06/SF
Table A-ii
7 • Cisc ussion of r esults
The example again shews the long run benefit of
added insulation in the northern areas of the United States.
It also demonstrates that it is rot necessary to include all
of the ccsts of the rocf construction in the analysis. Cnly
those costs wnich vary for each alternative must be
included. However, this same line of reasoning canrct be
applied to the insulation. U-factors cannot be added or
subtracted directly. The change in the U-factor frcm the
addition cf a certain quantity cf insulation is dependent on
what the original combined U-factor was for that particular
ccnstructicn assembly.
Once the different U-factors have been determined
and the ccst differential required to produce the chance in
U-factor/ the climatic and energy cost parameters can be
combined with the LCC techniques to determine the NPV cf the
benefit cf additional insulation.
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C. SOLAfi ENEEGY EXA21PIE
1 • Introduction
The prospect of free energy from the sun to
supplement the increasingly expensive use cf fossil fuels is
becoming more attractive each year. The investment in sclar
heating equipment cannct be based merely on implications of
initial cost comparisons. Any energy related investment
must look to the future and use the life Cycle Cost
techniques as a means of examining the investment
alternatives. A solar energy economic analysis is
demonstrated using the vehicle of a simple example.
Ihe solar energy question is basically an
examination cf costs incurred and benefits received. The
costs incurred are for equipment; tne collectors, piping,
pumps, control systems; and for operation and maintenance of
the system. The benefit derived is energy - energy in the
form of heat delivered. This energy is measured in the
familiar units BTU's. The energy delivered is measured in
the same units as the energy delivered by the normal furnace
using natural gas or fuel oil. The benefit can be evaluated
in terms ex dollars that would be paid for the same amount
of energy from fossil fuel. For example, if the delivered
cost of energy from natural gas is $3.23 per million ETU,
then one million BTU's of energy delivered by the solar
heating svstem can be valued at the same $3.23.
Most of the calculations involved with design of
solar heating systems are directed at arriving at the amount
of energy collected and ultimately delivered to the
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building. That d€livered energy is called the sclar
contribution . Once the economic analyst has teen giver, the
solar contribution and the investment and operating costs
necessary to produce that contribution, he can proceed to
apply the LCC technigue.
2 • Flagstaff Observatory solar example
Ihis example is adapted from an Energy Conservation
Investment Project prepared by Western Division, Naval
facilities Engineering Command for the Naval Observatory,
flagstaff, Arizona. The documentation on which the example
is based is the Project Engineering Documentation (FED)
dated 1 June 1976 [Ref. 18 ]. The PED does net contain tae
complete economic analysis so certain assumptions will be
made for purposes of illustration.
The project calls for the installation of a new
sclar heating system on each of three buildings to
supplement the existing heatnig system. Euilding No. 1 is
presently heated by a propane fired forced air heating
system. Buildings No. 4 and 6 are presently heated by
electric resistance heaters.
3. Assumptions
The sclar contributicn for each building has teen
calculated based on the type of system, the climatic
conditions in Flagstaff, and the optimum balancing of solar
collector area and operating economics. for purposes of
this example the solar contribution will be accepted as set




Bldg. Nc.1 202.4X10 BTU/YR
6
Eldg. Nc. 4 324X10 BTU/YR
6
Bldg. Nc. 6 249.6X10 BTU/YR
The unit cost of energy at the beginning cf tne
project life will be:
electricity $.045/KWH
propane $56.25/GAL
The differential inflation rate for electricity will
be 3% for electricity and for propane will b€ 7%/yr.
The annual maintenance cost for the supplementary
solar heating system will average 2% cf the initial
investment ccst.
** • JUi ^31 savings
The type and quantity cf energy saved is calculated
as follows:
Building No. 1 Propane savings
6 3
202.4x10 BTU/YR =3.26x10 GAL/YB
4
(-C65) (9.55x10 BTU/GAL
Building No. 4 Electricity savings
6 3





Building No. 6 Electricity savings
6 3
249.6x10 BTU/YR =73.1x10 KWH/YR
3
3.414x10 BTU/KWH
5 . Ann ual cash flows
The unit costs of energy and the annual consumption
are converted to annual cash flows as follows:
Building No. 1 (propane)
3.26x10 GAL/YR x $56. 25/ 1 OGAL = $1833.75
Building No. 4 (electricity)
3
94.9x10 KWH/YR x S.045/KWH = $4270.50
Euilding No. 6 (electricity)
3
73.1x10 KWH/YR x 3.045/KWH = $3239.50
The investment cost and annual maintenance ccst for
each of the independent solar heating systems will be:
Euilding No. 1 $19,698 400
No. 4 $30,832 60C




6» Cash flow diacjram^ Building Ho^ J
t t f



























7. Cash flow dia^ram^ Building No^ 4
$4270.50/YR fuel savings
•




























8 • Cash flow diacjram^ Building No_j_ 6
,1 I ,, l|
. . .
.
$3289 . 50/YR fuel savings


























9* discussion cf results
The ICC analysis shows that for each building the
benefits to accrue over the theoretical 25 year life wculd
exceed the ccsts incurred to obtain those benefits. I r. each
cf these projects differential inflation plays an important
role-. It is interesting to note for example the effect on
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the building No. 1 analysis if it were assumed that the ccst
cf propane would inflate no faster than prices in the
general economy. In that case the discount factor would be
9.524 for the annual fuel savings and the tctal net present
value of the project wculd be a cost of i6Q43 instead cf the




LCC IN MAINTENANCE ANALYSIS
A. INTERIOR FLOOR SUREACES
1 • Introduction
Ihe problem of selection of interior floor surfaces
should by new be a classic illustration of the importance of
life cycle cost analysis. In a heavy use area the cost to
maintain vinyl tile can be over 25 times its initial cost
when considered ever an 18 year life. Under the same
conditions carpet costs less to maintain even though it has
a higher initial cost. A valid comparison of the two types
cf flooring can enly be made with a life cycle cost
analysis. Ihis example will also demonstrate the effect cf
maintenance policy en life cycle costs.
Ihis example is based on a preliminary design for
the New Generation Military Hospital at Iravis AFE, Ca.
[Ref. 19 ]. Ihe architect studied three different graces of
carpet, vinyl asbestos tile, sheet vinyl, and terrazzo. It
is not necessary to compare all six types of flooring to
illustrate the process so three have oeen selected; iiedium
grade carpet, vinyl asbestos tile, and terrazzo. It is
recognized that there is a great difference in the
physiological effects of the "hard" and "soft" surfaces
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under consideration. The additional comfort and desirable
properties cf carpet have not been quantified in the
comparison.
2- Assumptions
The ledium grade carpet costs $15. OQ per square yard
plus $2.CC per square yard to install for an initial ccst of
J1.89/SF. It last 8 years and costs $2.00/Sf to replace.
Included in its maintence cost is:
Vacuum daily S.20/SF/Y.R
Clean mcnthly .45
Miner repairs . 08
Total $.73/SF/YH
Ihe vinyl asbestos tile costs S.74/SI to install and
should be replaced every 18 years at a ccst of 1.82/SF.






Ihe epoxy terrazzo ccsts S3.52/SF. It never needs
replacement buz it does need sealing at 4 year intervals at




Ic account for the unequal lives of the alternatives
the present worth of their residual value at the end of 25
years will be added to their net present value. For
example, the carpet will have 7 years useful life remaining
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after having been replaced for the third tine in year 24.





acquis i t ion
cost













































acqui s i t ion
cost
$1.05/SF annual




























5 • Cash flow diajgra m^ jLE .*.7. terrazzo flcor alternative
res idual
value $.135/SF





EROJ COST AMOUNT DISCCUNT DISCCUNTED





































6. Discussion cf r esu lts
The cash flow diagrams show the difference in the
three alternatives. Note that the residual value of the
periodic replacement cr sealing cost has been included as a
ccntra-ccst cr a oenefit item.
This analysis shows that in spite cf higher initial
ccst and more frequent replacement, the carpet, under the
circumstances assumed, is competitive with vinyl astestos
tile. The epoxy terrazzo is shewn to be even less costly in
the long run. The lower maintenance cost as a result cf nc
waxing, and the fact that it lasts the entire life of the
building combine to produce a ccst 18% belcw the average of
the ether twe alternatives.
It is important at this point to consider the effect
cf maintenance policy en this analysis. These studies have
assumed a heavily traffiked area and a maintenance standard
requiring daily floor care. If a combination cf less
traffic and less stringent maintenance would reduce annual
maintence costs to 1/3 of base levels, the tile would ccst
enly 74£ cf the cost of carpeting. A higher grade carpet
which required replacement less often would result in a
lower life cycle cost. If the carpet were of a ecler and
texture that could be vacuumed en alternate days while the
tile still needed daily attention, the results cf the
analysis would change again. The significant impact of
maintenance costs on the life cycle ccst of interior
fleering makes it cf crucial importance tc have accurate
estimates cf these costs. Inaccurate estimates, or a
misunderstood maintenance policy, will significantly distcrt
the analysis and lead tc faulty design decisiens.
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E. COiiEIECfi DOOR FINISHES
1 • l£^rc due tion
Ccriidor doors in a hospital receive very heavy use.
Heavy use reguires a gcod doer tc start with and a good
maintenance program. Three types of deers are ccumcnly
used; solid cere weed doors, hollow metal deers, and plastic
clad doers. These three types offer significant tradeoffs
between initial costs and life cycle costs. This analysis
will again point out the effect of maintenance assumptions
en the concept of life cycle ccst analysis [Eef. 19 ].
2 • Assump tion s
Sclid core wcoden doors require kickplates and
pushplates .
Ncrial painting frequency is 5 years for both hcllcw
metal and sclid core wcod doers. Plastic clad doors require
nc painting. Average door size is 4* x 7'.
All costs are expressed in dollars per door.
Ncrnal dooi hardware and door frames are iencred
because ccsts are equal for all three types.
Ihe life of the building will be assumed tc te 25




3. Ccrridor deer cost data
_._.————_— ____ _—__ _____
Solid cere wood dcors
Installaticn cost $254



















Painting not necessary for plastic clad doors.
Ihe cash flow diagrams show the relevant costs for
the three alternatives. Note that the periodic painting adds
the same life cycle ccst to the hollcw metal and solid core
deers ($32) tut not to the plastic clad doers.
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4- Cash flow diagram, Elastic clad doers alternative


























5. Cash flow diacjram^ hcllcw metal doers alternative
10 15 20 25
Tiff . . . $4 . 41/door/YR annual maintenance
I I I I I$20.50/door painting cost













































6. Cash flow diag ram, solid core wood dccrs alternative
10 15 20 251111' " 1 '
T T T T
. . . $5 . 99/door/YR annual maintenance
\ \ \ \ \
$20.50/door painting cost


































7 • discussion of results
The plastic clad doors are nighly regarded b\ many
because they never need to be painted. In this analysis,
however, the present value cf the future painting costs for
tie other twc types of doors does not make up for the fact
that the plastic clad doors cost $47-$69 more originally and
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cost $5 . 62/dcor/year tc maintain. Most of that maintenance
ccst is due to the high cost to repair cne of these dccrs
when something happens to dairage it.
Maintenance pclicy can have an effect on this
analysis. If the painting schedule must fce increased tc
cnce every three years, the LCC of hollow metal doors
becomes $376.38, pulling up even with plastic clad dccrs.
Ihe solid core wood door rises only to 4>3 6 9 .43 and remains
the lowest ccst alternative. If tne plastic clad doer cculd
fce repaired for the same price as the hollow metal door, its
ICC would drcp tc $360 and it wculd Deccme the lowest cost
alternative. The cost of kickplates and pushjlates adds $86
to the initial ccst of the sclid core door. In lighter use
areas such as for closet doors the solid cere door without
protective hardware would be the cbvicus choice. Any
reduction in the cost of protective hardware for the
ccrridor doers would further enhance the competitive
standing of sclid core doors.
In this analysis the choice of disccunt rates has an
effect en the outcome. In the original study the architect
used an inflation rate of 6% for outyear costs and a
discount rate of 9%. The base case results were then $434
for solid cere, $427 fcr hollow metal, and $425 for plastic
clad. Ihe effective 3% discounting gives greater weight to










Kail partitions can he a significant part of the
building's ccst. Ihe initially inexpensive gypsum wallhcard
partition has become an industry standard. It offers
excellent fire resistant characteristics and is relatively
easy to maintain when it inccipcraies a vinyl wall covering.
In a situation where freguent partition changes are
necessary, the standard gypsum wallboard partition meets
good competition from the mcdular relocatable partitions,
generally ocade of metal or some composition material which
offers lew maintenance and ease of relocation. This example
examines these two alternative wall partitions for a
hospital application, where future relocation or replacement
is known to he protable [Ref. 19 ].
2- Assumption
s
Ihe study covers a typical bay of a hospital
project. The bay area is 43C0 SF and contains 700 linear
feet of wall partitions. Sguare foot costs are based en the
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total area of the bay (4300SF) rather than en partitior wall
area.
A typical partition module is 4Qinches wide and 9
feet high. Effect of door spaces is equal in each case and
is excluded from study.
The relocatable partitions are Hauserman double
wall. The gypsum walltoard partitions are standard, using
average prices.
Heavy duty surface protection is necessary tc the
wainscot level. 24 CZ vinyl is used en the lower third of
the wall and 12 OZ vinyl above. The relocatable partition
has a uniform baked-on enamel finish.
Each type of wall lasts the life of the building,
including the vinyl wall covering.
Relocatable partitions are erected over the
carpeting without damage to carpet. Gypsum wallbcard
partitions dc not have carpet under them and change ccsts
must include patching the carpet.
Annual maintenance costs include miner repairs and
patching with custodial costs. Relocatable halls are tc be
scraped, primed, and finished every five years.
20/S cf the panels will be moved every five years.
25$ cf the panels will have service changes in them
every five years. Changes include adding/removing
electrical cutlets, adding or reaoving glass, and addirg or
removing wall hung sinks.
ICO/? of all moves and changes fcr gypsum wallbcard
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partitions will require face panel replacement. 153? cf all
mcves and changes for relocatable partitions will require
face panel replacement.
Ihis commercial example uses 9% disccunt rate and 6%
inflation
.
There will be a time difference for erecting
different kinds cf partitions. This is accounted for by
labor costs in the estimates . No allowance is made fcr the
possible economic benefit to hospital operations when time
is cf the essence in alteration projects.








Relocatable partitions Vinyl covered gypbcard
Freg. Cost/LF Ccst/SF Freq. Cost/LF Ccst/SF



















4 • Change cost data
Relocatable partitions Vinyl covered gypbcard
Operation Freg. Cost/LF Ccst/SF Freg. Cost/LF Ccst/SF
Changes 5 years 5 years
lake down 203
of all partitions 2.53 .28 7.60 . 24
Eeinstall 205J 8.75 .28 26.00 1.25
Service changes











5. Cash flow diagram,
alternative
relocatable E§££ii:ions
10 15 20 25
llll.
_,
J 1 1 r
. . .$.17/SF annual maintenance cost
1 \ \ \ \
$1.73 repainting and change cost




EfiCJ COST A M U N T DISCCUNT DISCOUNTED
YEAR EIEttfNT ONE-TIME RECURRING FAC1CR COST




5 Periodic 1.73 .652 1. 128
10 repainting 1.73 .405 .701
15 and 1.73 .251 .434
20 change 1.73 .156 .270
25 1.73 .097 . 168




6 • Cash flow diagram, vinyl covered wall tear
d
alternative
.10 15 .20 25
llll ' > ' ' '
T 7 T f...$.24/SF annual maintenance cost
I I \ I 1$2.25/SF change cost



































7 • Discussion cf results
In this analysis there is an initial cost advantage
of 16% in favor of the gypsui wallboard partition. When the
ccst over the assumed 25 year life is added and converted to
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present value , the advantage shifts tc the opposite side.
The life cycle costs of the relocatable partition total
$11.64 versus $12.11 for the gypsum wallbcard partition.
The differerce is orly 4%, close enough to prompt tne
designer to examine the alternatives further to test the
sensitivity cf various factors.
8- I^ssible sensitivity studies
The following additional variations cf tne
ccmpariscn are suggested for study:
a) Decrease frequency of change frcm five years to
seven years.
b) Increase freguency of change frcm five years to
three years.
c) Increase freguency of painting relocatable
partitions to once every three years.
d) Decrease frequency of "painting to every seven years.
e) Increase cost cf relccatable partitions by 20%.
f) Any reasonable combination of the atcve.
CEILING SYSTEM STUDY
1 • Introduction
Ceiling systems are not always affected
significantly by changes in wall partitions. Partitions
that are ncn-load bearing are merely fitted into the space
tetween the floor and the ceiling. Changes are then
pcssirle without disturbing the ceiling. Seismic design
reguirements add a new dimension by reguiring that partition
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walls be sclidly secured tc the structural grilliage above
the ceiling. This means that ceilings can be installed cnly
after wall partitions are up and that the ceiling must be
tern up tc move a partition. In addition, the ceiling
itself must be rigidly supported tc withstand earthquake
disturbances. In the design studies for the New Generation
Military Hospital at Iravis Air Force Base, California, the
architect used the concepts of life cycle ccst analysis to
study alternative design solutions [Ref. 19 ].
Ihe usual ceiling specified under these requirements
would be 3/4 inch acoustical tile cemented to 5/8 inch
gypsum beard which is firmly secured tc the structure. This
system is relatively inexpensive initially but has high
replacement costs. To simplify replacement an alternative
re-usable ceiling system was developed. This system was
designed to he feasible in any rcom of 64 square feet or
larger and is 90% re-usable on the average.
2 • Assumpti on s
The "system" ceiling is based on 4 ' x 4' units while
the typical ceiling is based en 4' x 3' units.
r-rices are based on dollars per square foot.
The change frequency has been set at two years.
First costs have been estimated
2.25/SF for conventional ceiling
3.00/SF for re-usable ceiling
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Change costs have been estimated
2.65/SF for conventional ceiling
1.00/SF for re-usable ceiling
Neither ceiling interacts with partitions.
lighting and maintenance considerations are egual
for the two ceilings.
The illustrative building life cf 25 years and DOD
discount rates will again be applied.
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3 • Cash flow diagram . conventional ceiling list em
alternative
5 10 1! 20
'
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4 . Cash flow diagram, re^usabl e ceiling sjst em
alternative
10 15 20in i In h I ii
$1.00/SF change cost





ERCJ COST A H
YEAH EIEMINT ONE-TI
Ac guisition 3.00
2 Ch ange 1.00
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. 107 . 107




5 • Ciscussioa of r esu lts
The life cycle cost analysis demonstrates -chat there
is considerable advantage to taking the design time
necessary tc develop a re-usable ceiling. Ie the original
study the architect investigated many variations frcm the
tase case such as increasing the estimated ccst of changing
the re-usable ceiling, decreasing change frequency tc five
years, and a combination of both of these. Even in the
extreme case of a change at ten year intervals and with
change ccsts increased 50%, the re-usable ceiling still has
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